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1. INTRODUCI10N 
Recently, many studies have been published concerning the analysis of cyclic-service queues, cf. the 
survey by Takagi [16]. The research has mainly focussed on mean waiting times. In special cases, 
exact results have been obtained for weighted sums of mean waiting times (Ferguson & Aminetzah 
[7], Watson [17], Boxma & Groenendijk (1,2]) or even for individual mean waiting times (Ferguson & 
Aminetzah [7], Takagi [15]). Nevertheless, even in the latter case, simple approximations would be 
highly preferred, since calculation of these exact results often requires much computing effort. 

This paper presents such an approximation for mean waiting times in multi-queue, cyclic-service 
systems with a single server. The algorithm is very simple in the sense that time and memory require
ments on a computer are negligible. The approximation is based on a pseudoconservation law derived 
in Boxma & Groenendijk [l] and combines ideas of Srinivasan [13] and Groenendijk [10]. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. First we present a mathematical description of the 
model. Then we introduce the concept of pseudoconservation laws and give some general cycle-time 
results. In Section 2 the approximation algorithm is derived. Finally, in Section 3 we discuss the vali
dity of the approximation algorithm, and present some numerical results. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The model under consideration consists of N queues, Q 1, ••• , QN. Type-i customers arrive at Q; 
according to a Poisson process with intensity A;, i = 1, ... ,N. The service requests of type-i custo
mers are independent, identically distributed stochastic variables with distribution B;(·), with Laplace 
Stieltjes Transform (LS1) and first and second moment given by /3;(·), /3; and 13p> respectively. The 
offered traffic at Q;, p;, is defined as, 

P; := "A;/3;, i=l, ... ,N. 

The total offered traffic, p, is defined as 

N 
P :=~Pi· 

i=I 

The queues are served in cyclic order by a single server S. The switch-over times of the server 
between the ith and (i + 1 )th queue are independent, identically distributed stochastic variables with 
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first moment s; and second moment sP>. The first moment s of the total switch-over time during a 
cycle of the server is given by: 

N 
S := ~S;, 

i=I 

its second moment is denoted by s<2>. It is assumed that the interarrival processes, the service 
processes and the switch-over processes are mutually independent. 
When upon his arrival S finds Q; empty, S immediately begins to switch to Q; + 1• Otherwise S acts as 
follows, depending on the service strategy at Q;: 

• Exhaustive service (E): S serves type-i cust°'mers until Q; is empty 
• Gated service (G): S serves only those type-i customers present upon his arrival at Q; (a gate 

closes upon his arrival) 
• I-Limited service (IL): S serves exactly one customer 

We will allow mixed service strategies (e.g., exhaustive at Q1 and Q3, gated at Q4 and Q5 and 1-
limited at Q2 and Q6, ... , QN)· The order of service at each queue is assumed to be FCFS. 

The recent discovery of 'pseudoconservation laws' by Watson [17] and Ferguson & Aminetzah [7] 
has been of great importance. These laws are exact expressions for a weighted sum of the mean wait
ing times at the various queues of the cyclic-service system. In particular, they offer an excellent 
starting point for the construction and testing of approximation algorithms. The pseudoconservation 
laws are generalized by Boxma & Groenendijk [l] to allow mixed service strategies at the various 
queues. For the model described above, the pseudoconservation law derived in [I] reduces to the fol
lowing expression. Denote by e the group of exhaustive queues, by g the group of gated queues, and 
by 1/ the group of I-limited queues. Assume that p< I, and that, for all i E 1/, p + A;s < 1. According 
to Szpankowski & Rego [14] this ensures that the stationary distributions of the waiting times exist. 
Denote by EW; the mean waiting time at Q;. Then 

A·s A·/J<2> s<2> s 
~p;EW; + ~P;[I-t=--]EW; = P~ 2(~~) + P1:; + 2(1-p)[p

2 -.~pr+. ~ pf]. (l.l) 
iEe,g iEll p Vi p 1Ee 1Eg, II 

A number of recent approximations for mean waiting times in polling systems have been based on 
the pseudoconservation laws. For a system with exhaustive service at all queues, the mean waiting
time approximation by Bux & Truong [5] appears to fulfill the pseudoconservation law - but this 
approximation was suggested even before this law was discovered! For systems with either exhaustive 
or gated service at all queues, a mean waiting-time approximation based on the pseudoconservation 
law has been devised by Everitt [6], and for systems with I-limited service at all queues by Boxma & 
Meister [4]. Groenendijk [10] combined these to obtain an approximation for systems with mixtures of 
exhaustive, gated and I-limited queues. For the case of I-limited service at all queues, Srinivasan [I3] 
improved upon [4] by taking a more detailed look at (conditional) cycle times before eventually apply
ing the pseudoconservation law. The ideas in the current paper are partly based on those of Sriniva
san. 

Fuhrmann & Wang [9] use an 'approximate conservation law' to obtain a mean waiting-time 
approximation for the notoriously difficult case of k-limited service at all queues. Pang & Donaldson 
[12] suggest a very accurate mean waiting-time approximation for discrete-time cyclic-service systems 
with gated service at all queues. They express the mean waiting time at Q; in the second moment v;,; 
of the sum of the visit time at Q; and the subsequent switch-over time; next they obtain a linear rela
tion between v; + 1,; + 1 and v;,; for all i; and finally they solve for the v;,; by deriving an extra linear 
relation between v 1, 1, ••• , vN,N. At this last stage the conservation law is elegantly brought into the 
picture. 

The approximation algorithm in (10] is very simple, and capable of providing qualitative as well as 
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quantitative insight over a wide range of parameters. It provides an explicit formula for EW;, it is 
exact in the completely symmetric case (same traffic characteristics, switch-over time distributions and 
service strategies at all queues), arid is an excellent approximation for low and medium traffic. There 
are however some cases (especially at high and asymmetric loads) in which this algorithm is not quite 
satisfactory. In this study we present an approximation algorithm for systems with mixtures of 
exhaustive, gated and I-limited queues which handles cases with high loads much better. The approxi
mation algorithm is however more complex than the one described in [10]; in particular it involves 
some iteration. 

CYCLE-TIME RESULTS 

Below we state some general results on cycle times and related quantities in the cyclic-service system 
with mixed service strategies. We define the cycle time for Q;, C;, as the time between two successive 
arrivals of the server at Q;. The visit time at Q;, V;, is the time between the arrival of the server at Q; 

and its subsequent departure from that queue. Finally, the intervisit time for Q;, I;, is defined as 

I; : = C; - V;. (1.2) 

It may be easily seen that the mean cycle time EC; is independent of i. Assuming ergodicity, we may 
balance the flow in and out of the system during a cycle. It follows that the mean cycle time, EC, is 
equal to the sum of the total switch-over time, s, and the mean time the server is serving customers 
during an average cycle, pEC. So, 

EC= _s __ 
1-p 

Balancing the flow of customers in and out of the system during a cycle shows that, 

EV· 
A·EC = --

1
' 

I /1; 

and hence, from (1.3), 

P;S 
EV· = --· 

I 1-p 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

Next we introduce Ere;, the mean residual cycle time for Q;. By using stochastic mean value 
theorems it is easily proven that, although successive cycle times for Q; do not form a renewal pro
cess, 

ECt 
Ere; = 2EC;; (1.6) 

for an alternative proof cf. [8], Theorem 4.5.1. We shall use Ere; most often as the mean forward 
recurrence time for C;, i.e. as the expected time until the next arrival of Sat Q;. 

2. DERN ATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM 

In this section we specify the algorithm for approximating the mean waiting times at the various 
queues. The algorithm is based on an iteration scheme. In each step of the iteration: 

1. We express all mean waiting times in the mean residual cycle time Ere;. As in [10] it may be 
shown, that: 
For Q; gated: 

EW; = (1 +p;)Ere;. (2.1) 

Indeed, the mean waiting time of a tagged type-i customer consists of two components. Firstly, a 
mean residual cycle time Ere;, because due to the gating mechanism a customer is never served in 
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the cycle in which he arrives. Secondly, the mean time from the instant the server arrives at Q; 
until the service completion of all type-i customers who arrived before the tagged customer in the 
same cycle: (A.;Ere;)/J;. 
For Q; exhaustive: 

EW; ~ (l-p;)Ere;. (2.2) 

Actually, it may be proven that EW; = (1-p;)Erc;, where Ere; is the mean residual cycle time at 
Q; with a cycle starting at a departure epoch of the server from Q;. 
For Q; I-limited we will derive an expression of the form 

Ere; 
EW; ~ I-A.-EC . + H;. (2.3) 

I b,1 

ECb,i will be defined in (2.5). H; will be a function of Ere;. 
ii. We assume that Ere; Ere for all i, and hence (cf. (1.6) and (1.3)), that the second moment of the 

cycle time for Q; is independent of i. Although in most cases this is clearly an approximation, the 
differences between the second moments of the cycle time are generally quite small (cf. the exact 
analysis in [3]). 

To start the iteration we first take H; =O. From (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we have N linear relations 
between EW; and Ere;. Substituting these relations into the pseudoconservation law (1.1) and solving 
for Ere, we obtain our first approximation for the mean residual cycle time, which we shall denote by 
Ercf-1>. Note that this iteration step is just the approximation described in [10]. In the second step of 
the iteration, we use Ercf-1> to compute the extra terms H; for all the I-limited queues. Next the 
approximation is repeated, using the values for the H;, and substituting the N linear relations into the 
pseudoconservation law. This yields Er<f-2>, the second approximation for the mean residual cycle 
time. So we switch back and forth between the computation of the mean residual cycle time and the 
extra terms H;. The iteration is stopped as soon as the mean waiting times in subsequent steps do not 
significantly change any more. 

Deriving a suitable expression for H; will be the main concern of this section. Assume that Q; is 
served I-limited. We first introduce some notation. Denote by X; the number of type-i customers in 
the system found by an arbitrary type-i customer - the tagged customer - upon his arrival. Let, 

p;(n) := Pr{X;=n}. (2.4) 

Let us call the cycle in which the tagged (type-i) customer arrived the A-cycle, and the cycle following 
the A-cycle the B-cycle. Hence the B-cycle always contains a type-i service. Denote by A; the indica
tor function of the event that, durin[_ the A-cycle, the arrival of the tagged customer takes place in a 
visit period of the server at Q; (so A;: =(I -A;) represents the indicator function of the event that, 
during the A-cycle, the arrival of the tagged customer takes place in an intervisit period of the server 
w.r.t. Q;). 

We will be needing some notation to distinguish between several types of conditional cycle times 
and intervisit times. First of all we define: 

ECb,i : = E[Cd the cycle contains a service at Q;]. (2.5) 

This quantity plays an important role in several mean waiting-time approximations [4,10,11,13]. 
Next, denote by E[Cf IA;] (E[Cf IA;]) the average length of an A-cycle (a B-cycle) given the tagged 
customer arrived during a visit period of the server at Q; in the A-cycle. Let E[If IA;] and E[lf IA;] 
denote the mean intervisit times during the A-cycle and the B-cycle respectively. Note that 
E[lf jA;] = E[Cf jA;]-pp> I /J;, and E[lf jA;] = E[Cf IA;] - /J;. See Fig. 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Type-i arrival during visit period at Qi. 
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Furthermore, denote by E[Cf !Ai] (E[Cf IA;]) the average length of an A-cycle (a B-cycle) given the 
tagged_ customer arri2'ed during an intervisit period of the server w.r.t. Qi in the A-cycle. Let 
E[If IA;] and E[If IA;] denote the mean intervisit times during the A-cycle and the B-cycle respec
tively. Note that E[If IA;] = Eir I Eli, and E[If IA;] = E[Cf IA;] - f3i· See Fig. 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Type-i arrival during intervisit period w.r.t. Qi. 

As we assume Q; to be I-limited, the delay experienced by an arbitrary type-i customer arriving to 
the system consists of two components: first he has to wait until the server returns to Qi and subse
quently he has to wait as many cycles as there are customers in front of him. Denote the second 
component by R;. Then 

EW; = Erci + ER;. (2.6) 

In [4] and (10], ER; has been approximated by E~ECb,i· Our approximation of ER; will take into 
account whether the tagged customer arrived during a visit period or during an intervisit period for 
Qi. This more detailed study of ER; leads us to several conditional probabilities and conditional 
expectations which have to be approximated; but the reward'' is an approximation for the mean 
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waiting times EWi which improves upon [10]. The various approximations of conditional probabilities 
and conditional expectations may be .rather inaccurate in some cases; however, even in such cases the 
conservation-law constraint leads to reasonable approximations for the mean waiting times. 

First we condition on the number of customers found upon the arrival of the tagged customer and 
subsequently on the position of the server at that instant: 

ER; = ~E[R;jX;=n]pi(n) 
n=O 

= ~E[R;,A;jX;=n]p;(n) + ~E[Ri,A;jX;=n]pi(n) 
n=O n=O 

= ~E[R;jA;,X;=n]Pr{A;jX;=n}p;(n) + ~E[R;jAi,X;=n]Pr{A;jX;=n}pi(n). (2.7) 
n=2 n=I 

Note that, at an arbitrary moment, the probability that the server is visiting Qi is equal to Pi· Using 
PASTA [18], we can also write this probability as Pr{A;jX;;;;:.l}Pr{X;;;;:.1}. Similarly as in Srinivasan 
[13], we approximate the probability that an arbitrary type-i customer arrives in a visit period of the 
server at Qi, given he finds n type-i customers present in the system, by the probability that this arbi
trary type-i customer arrives in a visit period of the server at Qi, given he finds a non-zero number of 
customers present in Q;: 

Pr{A·lv·=n} ~ Pr{A·lv.;;;:.1} = Pi 
' £6.j ' £6.j Pr{X;;;;:. q l-p;(O), n = 1,2,. ... 

Pi 
(2.8) 

We want to take into account the effect that the tagged customer's arrival in the A-cycle has upon the 
length of the B-cycle. We therefore propose the following approximations: 

~E[Ri IA;,X;=n]p;(n) ~ ~(E[Cf IAi]+(n -2)ECb,i)Pi(n}, (2.9) 
n=2 n=2 

(2.10) 
n=I n=I 

Note that, 

~(E[Cf jA;]+(n -2)ECb,;)p;(n) = (E[Cf jA;]-2ECb,;)(l-p;(O)) + ECb,iEX; + 
n=2 

(ECb,;-E[Cf jA;])pi(l), (2.11) 

and 

n =I 

Combining (2.7) with (2.9), (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) yields: 

ER;~ Pi(E[CfjA;]-2ECb,;) + t~;~:~)(ECb,i-E[CfjAi]) + ECb,;EX; + 

(l-p;-p;(O))(E[CfjA;]) - (1-pi-p;(O))ECb,i· (2.13) 

Using PASTA [18), applying Little's formula and rearranging terms we obtain: 

~ '\ - PiPiO) cB I - - - B, - -ER; "" l\iECb,;EWi + (p; l -pi(O) XE[ i Ai] ECb,i) + (1 Pi p;(O))(E[Ci A;] ECb,i)· (2.14) 

Hence, from (2.6) and (2.14): 
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(2.15) 

with 

H; = -1---A;l_E_Cb-,; [ p,(1- I ~;:;O) )(E[Cf IA;]-EC,,;) + (I -p; -p;(O))(E[c/' I A,]-EC,,;) l (2.16) 

Note that taking E[Cf IA;] = E[Cf IA;] = ECb,;. leads to the ~proximation discussed in [10]; how

ever, by suitably approximating the terms E[Cf IA;] and E[Cf IA;], we can now try to encapsulate the 

effect of the tagged customer arriving during a visit period or an intervisit period of the server. 

(2.16) still contains several unknown terms. The remainder of this section is devoted to a discus

sion on how to approximate these unknowns. 

AN APPROXIMATION FOR p;(j), j =0, 1 
As in Srinivasan [13], we consider an M/G/l queue with ezcceptiol!al service for the customer starting 

a busy period. Suppose the arrival rate to this sysiem is A. Let /31 denote the mean service time of 

the first customer of a busy period, and denote by /32 the mean service time of a customer arriving to 

a non-empty system. It may be easily proven, that the probability that this system is empty at a ran

dom point in time is given by 

- l -A./32 
p(O) = - - - (2.17) 

1 + 'A(/31 - /32) 

Neglecting several dependencies, the cyclic-service system, from the point of view of the type-i custo

mers, behaves the same as the system with exceptional first service as described above with the 

approp~te substitution of parameters. 
We take A.:= A;; the 'service time' of a type-i customer arriving to the cyclic-service system and finding 

no type-i customers present, consists of a residual intervisit period, and a B-cycle: 

- ·- EJ.'f B - • 
/31 . - 2EI· + E[C; IA;), (2.18) 

I 

the 'service time' of a type-i customer finding a nonzero number of type-i customers already present 

in the system is just a cycle with a type-i service: 

/32 = ECb,i· (2.19) 

From (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) we obtain an approximation for p;(O): 

(2.20) 

Note that we use PASTA [18] here. The term Elr I El; in the right-hand side of (2.20) is yet to be 

determined. We have: 

13<2> El'f 
Ere; = p;( 2/3' . + E [If I A;]) + (1-p;) E;. · (2.21) 

I I 

From (2.21) and the definition of E[Cf IA;]: 

EI?. 1 p<2> Ei. = l-p· (Ere;-p;( 2/3' . + E[lf jA;])) 
I l l 

)l..p<2> I 

2(~ ' ) + -1-(Ere;-p;E(Cf IA;]). 
-p; -p; 

(2.22) 
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For p;(l ), the probability that an arriving customer finds exactly 1 type-i customer in the system, we 
make the heuristic assumption that the p;(j) for j =O, 1 follow a distribution as the queue length in an 
M/G/l queue with the corresponding arrival and service processes; hence we take 
p;(l) = p;(O)(l-/J;(Jt..;))/ fJ;(Jt..;). When the service times of type-i customers are exponential, this 
simplifies to p;(l) = p;(OXI-p;(O)). We have tried more involved approximations for p;(l), but the 
influence of this term appears to be rather small. 

APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE MEAN CONDITIONAL CYCLE TIMES 

In this subsection we give an approxima!!_on for ECb,i (occurring in (2.15) and (2.16)), E[C? IA;] 
(occurring in (2.22)), E[Cf IA;] and E[Cf IA;] (both occurring in (2.16)). 

i) An approximation for ECb,i 
The quantity ECb,i was introduced in a paper by Kiihn [11]; we closely follow his approach. 

Let us call a cycle of the server which starts with a service at Q; and ends when the server 
returns to Q; a 'busy i-cycle'. So ECb,i is the mean length of a busy i-cycle. Assuming balance of 
flow within a busy i-cycle, the expected number of type-} customers leaving the system within this 
cycle, is equal to the expected number of type-} customers arriving at the system within this 
cycle: "Jt..jECb,;; however this assumption clearly is an approximation. 

It is obvious that, for Qj I-limited, the mean number of customers leaving the system within 
the busy i-cycle can not exceed I; Kiihn suggests to suitably limit "Jt..jECb,i by 1 in that case. 

Observing that a busy i-cycle consists of a type-i service and, possibly, services of customers of 
other types, plus the total switch-over time during that cycle, we propose the following implicit 
equation for ECb,;: 

ECb,i = /J; + I ~ECb,iPj + Imin(l,AjECb,i)/Jj + s, (2.23) 
jEe,g jEI/ 

j=/=i 

where e denotes the group of exhaustive queues, g the group of gated queues, and 11 the group of 
I-limited queues. H "Jt..jECb,i ~I for all j E 1/, f=/=-i, (2.23) simplifies to 

/J;+s 
ECb· = ' 

,I 1-p+p; 
(2.24) 

otherwise (2.24) is an upper bound for ECb,i· In order to compute ECb,i from (2.21) we use an 
iteration scheme. For n = 1,2, ... : 

x<n) = /J; + S + ~ PjX(n-1) + Imin(l,AjX(n-l>)pj· (2.25) 
.E .El/ J e,g Jj=/=i 

For all starting values x<0> >0 and for all n = 1,2, ... , it is easily proven by induction that 

jx<n+l)_x(n)I < lx<n>-x<n-1)1; (2.26) 

hence, according to the fixed point theorem, the recursion (2.25) has a unique fixed point x •, 
which we choose as our approximation for ECb,i· Numerical experience suggest that 

x<O) ·= /J;+s 
. I-p+p; 

(2.27) 

is a good starting point for the iteration. 

ii) An approximation for E[Cf IA;] 
To approximate E[Cf IA;], we apply the same ideas as in the approximation for ECb,i· Observe 
that E[Cf IA;] consists of a mean type-i service time given an arrival during that service, and, pos
sibly, services of customers of other types, plus the total switch-over time in that cycle. So we 



propose the following implicit equation: 
/3(2) 

E[Cf IA;] = p. + s + ~ AjE[Cf IA;]/Jj + ~min(l,AjE[Cf IA;])/Jj· 
I jEe,g jEl/ 

j=/=i 

If AjE[Cf IA;]=s;;; 1 for all j E 11, j=/=i, (2.28) simplifies to 

a(2) I a.+s 
E[C~ IA·] = PI fJ1 • 

I I 1-p+p; 

9 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

In order to compute E[Cf IA;] from (2.28) we again use an iteration scheme. For n = 1,2, ... , 

f3(2) 
x<n) = -'- + s + ~ PjX(n-I) + ~min(l,AjX(n-l))/Jj· (2.30) 

/J; jEe,g jEll 
j=/=i 

As before, it is easily proven that (2.30) has a unique fixed point x *, which will serve as our 

approximation for E[C1 jA;]. Analogously to (2.27), 

x<O). =pp> I /3; +s ' 
. 1-p+p; 

(2.31) 

appears to be a good starting point for the iteration. 

iii) An acproximation for E[Cf IA;] 
E[C; IA;] consists of a mean type-i service time and the sum of the mean switch-over times dur

ing the cycle. Furthermore, it consists of possible visit times at the other queues. Assuming a 

strong positive correlation between the A-cycle and the B-cycle, we propose the following 

approximation for E[Cf IA;]: 
f3(2) 

E[CflA;] = /3; + s + ~pj(E[CflA;]-p.+/3;) + 
jEe,g I 

p<2) 
~min(l,Aj(E[Cf IA;]-p.+/J;))/Jj· (2.32) 

jEl/ I 

j=/=i 

Note that, when Qj is served exhaustively or gated, we approximate the mean visit time of the 

server at Qj by Pj(E[Cf jA;]-pp> I /3;+/3;)' instead of by pjs/(1-p); the latter is the (exact) 

mean visit time of a cycle we have no information about (cf. (1.5)). Similarly, when Qj is served 

I-limited, we approximate the probability that the server finds Qj non-empty by 

min(I,A_;(E[CfjA;]-pp>;p;+/3;)) instead of by Ajs/(1-p); the latter is the exact probability 

that the server finds Qj non-empty when there is no information at all about the cycle. In this 

way we can take advantage of the fact that we know the tagged customer arrived during a visit 

period of the server at Q;. 

iv) An approximation for E(Cf LA;] 
Similarly as in iii), E[Cf IA;] consists of a mean type-i service time and the sum of the mean 

switch-over times, plus the sum of the mean visit times at the other queues. Again assuming a 

strong positive correlatio_!! between the A-cycle and the B-cycle, we propose the following 

approximation for E[Cf IA;]: 

- Elf Elf 
E[Cf IA;] = /3; + s + ~ P/ E;. + /3;) + ~min(l,A/ E;. + /3;))/Jj· (2.33) 

jEe,g 1 jEll 1 

j=/=i 

The same remarks as above apply here as well: when Qj is served exhaustively or gated, we 

approximate the mean visit time of the server at Qj by Pj(Elt I EI;+ /3;). Similarly, when Qj is 
.. 
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served I-limited, we approximate the probability that the server finds Qj non-empty by 
min(l,Aj(EI1 I EI;+ /3;)). So again we take advantage of the fact that we know in which part of 
the A-cycle the tagged customer has arrived. 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this section we will highlight the features of the approximation algorithm and present some numer
ical results. To our best knowledge, the approximation algorithms described in [10] and in this paper 
are the only ones available for cyclic-service systems with mixed service strategies. Therefore, in most 
cases we can only compare the results of these approximations with simulation. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this subsection we present some results of the approximation. The numerical results have been col
lected in nine tables at the end of the paper. We have chosen only cases in which the system contains 
queues with I-limited service, since for other cases the approximation is identical to the one described 
in [ 1 O]. Representative examples have been chosen to investigate the accuracy of the approximation 
for a wide range of parameter values. The simulation results in the tables are generated using the 
simulation language Simula'67. The relative error given in the tables is defined as 

approximation result - simulation result 1 OO%. 
simulation result 

In the tables, an asterisk indicates that the mean waiting times have been averaged over the 
corresponding group of queues. In all cases considered, the service-time distributions are taken nega
tive exponential. 

In Tables 1 and 2, four 3-queue systems are studied. In the first system Q 1 is served exhaustively 
and in the second system Q1 is served gated; Q2 and Q3 are served I-limited. In the third and fourth 
system Q1 and Q3 are served I-limited; Q2 is served exhaustively and gated respectively. In both 
tables, the systems have been studied under loads of p=0.3, p=0.5 and p=0.8; the individual 
switch-over times are constant and equal to 0.1. The current approximation (indicated by approx.) is 
compared with simulation results and with the approximation described in [10] (indicated by apP[1o1). 

In Tables 3a and 3b a 3-queue system is studied, with all queues receiving I-limited service. In both 
tables, the system has been studied under loads of p=0.3, p=0.5 and p=0.8. The switch-over time 
distributions are taken negative exponential; in Table 3a, the mean switch-over times are equal to 0.1, 
in Table 3b they are equal to 0.05. The approximation is compared with simulation results, with the 
approximation in Boxma & Meister [4] (apP[41 ), with the still often used approximation by Killin [11] 
(aPPrni) and with the approximation of Srinivasan [13] (apP[131). The errors are indicated in 
parentheses. 

In Tables 4, 5 and 6 two 12-queue systems have been studied. In Tables 4a, 5a and 6a Qi. Q2 and 
Q3 are served exhaustively, whereas in Tables 4b, 5b and 6b these queues are served gated; 
Q4, •• • , Q12 are served I-limited. In Tables 4a and 4b the systems are studied under a load of 
p=0.3, in Tables 5a and 5b under a load of p=0.5 and in Tables 6a and 6b under a load of p=0.8. 
The individual switch-over times are constant and equal to 0.16. In each table, five cases are dis
tinguished: Case A, B, C, D and E. 
In Case A, all traffic characteristics are symmetric: l\1 = · · · =l\12 =1I12; /31 = · · · =/312 . 
In Case B, all mean service times are equal: /31 = · · · = /312 . The arrival intensities are given by 
l\1 = · · · =l\3, ~ = · · · =l\12 and 37\1=4/5, 9~ = 1I5 .. Hence l\1 = l~. 
In Case C again /31 = · · · =/312 and A1 = · · · =A3, ~= · · · =l\12; but now 37\1 =1/5, 9~=415. 
Hence l\1 =0.75~. 
In Case D, all arrival intensities are equal: A1 = · · · =l\12 =1I12. The mean service times are given 
by /31 = · · · =/33, f34= · · · =/312 and /31 =12/34. 
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InCaseEagainl\1= ... =A12=1/12and,81= ··· =,83,,84= ... =.B12;butnow.B1=0.75,84. 
The approximation results are compared with simulation and with the approximation in [10] (app[loJ)· 

Note that, with respect to the mean waiting times at the I-limited queues, it makes relatively little 

difference whether the service strategy at the first three queues is exhaustive or gated. 

Finally, in Tables 7, 8 and 9, a 12-queue system is studied, with Q1, ... , Q 3 served exhaustively, 

Q4, ... ,Q1 served gated, and Q8, ... ,Q 12 served I-limited. The total load is kept fixed at p=0.5; 

the individual switch-over times are constant and equal to 0.05. In Case A we have asymmetric 

arrival streams, while ,81 = · · · = ,812 . In Case B one queue has a larger mean service time than the 

other queues; here >.1 = · · · =l\12=1I12. 
In Table 7 there is one heavily loaded exhaustively served queue. In Case A, l\1 =0.56, 

l\2 = · · · =l\12 =0.04; in Case B, ,81 =3.36, ,82 = · · · =,812 =0.24. 
In Table 8 we study the case of one heavily loaded gated queue. In Case A, ~ =0.56, 

A1 = · · · =l\3 =l\s = · · · =l\12 =0.04; in Case B, ,84 = 3.36, .81 = · · · = ,83 = .Bs = · · · = .812 =0.24. 
In Table 9 there is one heavily loaded queue receiving I-limited service. In Case A, l\8 =0.56, 

l\1 = · · · =l\1 =~= · · · =>-12 =0.04; in Case B, .Bs =3.36, .81 = · · · =.87 =,89 = · · · =.812 =0.24. 
The approximation results are co~pared with simulation and with the approximation in [10] (app(loJ)· 

CONCLUSIONS 

Generally speaking, the approximation algorithm has the following properties: 

• It is exact in the completely symmetric case with the same traffic characteristics, switch-over time 

distributions and service strategies at all queues (because the approximation is based on the pseu

doconservation law); 
• Time and memory requirements on a (personal) computer are negligible; 
• For systems with a mixture of only gated and exhaustive service at all queues the approximation is 

identical to the approximation described in [10], and thus very accurate over the whole range of 

admissible parameter values; 
• When the system contains queues receiving I-limited service, the approximation is more accurate 

than the one described in [10]. This is most noticeable at high loads. However, the approximation 

in [10] provides an explicit formula for EW;, which gives much qualitative insight into the 

behavior of the systems under consideration, whereas in the current approximation EW; must be 

calculated iteratively. So the increase in the accuracy goes at the expense of a decrease in tran

sparency. 
e As may be seen from Tables 7,8 and 9, the position of a queue in the network has little influence 

on the mean waiting time at that queue. This supports the assumption that the second moment of 

the cycle time for Q; is independent of i. 

Furthermore, we can make the following remarks. 

REMARK 3.1 
Application of the approximation algorithm is not limited to cyclic-service systems with switch-over 

times. By giving the mean total switch-over time an arbitrary small, but fixed, value, we can just as 

well obtain approximations for cyclic-service systems without switch-over times. The accuracy of the 

approximation results does not seem to deteriorate as the switch-over times tend to zero. 

REMARK 3.2 
As in Boxma & Meister [4] we can apply a modification procedure for the case that there is a heavily 

loaded I-limited queue in the system. This procedure is based on the following idea. Remove the !

limited queue(s) with a relatively high arrival rate from the system, and enlarge the switch-over times 

to compensate for the service times at the removed queues. The resulting, reduced system has a lower 

and more symmetric traffic load, and can be more accurately approximated. By substituting the mean 

waiting times for the reduced system in the pseudoconservation law for the original system, we finally 

achieve a more accurate mean waiting-time approximation for the removed queue, and also make the 
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resulting mean waiting times satisfy the pseudoconservation law. However, this method leads to two 
potential problems. First, the method only works when the arrival rates are highly asymmetric and the 
total switch-over time is sufficiently large. Second, and most important: there is no clear criterion as 
to when this method will improve the estimates for the mean waiting times. In the tables, this 
modification procedure is only applied once, viz. in Table 3b in the Boxma & Meister approximation 
for p=0.8. 
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3 queues (e, 11, 1/) (g, 11, 11) (11,e, II) (11,g, 11) 
Q1 Q1-Q3 Q1 Q1-Q3 Q1 Q1 Q3 Q1 Q1 Q3 

simul. 0.321 0.507 0.420 0.468 0.515 0.323 0.452 0.516 0.357 0.453 
approx. 0.317 0.512 0.420 0.467 0.512 0.328 0.457 0.508 0.367 0.453 

p=0.3 apPr101 0.324 0.500 0.426 0.457 0.515 0.330 0.445 0.511 0.369 0.441 
error% -1.1 1.0 -0.0 -0.2 -0.6 1.5 1.1 -1.6 2.8 -0.0 
err1101% 1.0 -1.1 1.4 -2.1 0.1 2.2 -1.6 -0.9 3.4 -2.6 

simul. 0.68 1.59 0.97 1.39 1.44 0.63 1.12 1.43 0.73 1.20 
approx. 0.64 1.66 1.00 1.34 1.44 0.64 1.22 1.42 0.77 1.20 

p=0.5 apPr101 0.71 1.53 1.06 1.22 1.47 0.66 1.10 1.45 0.79 1.08 
error% -5.4 4.6 2.9 -3.9 -0.3 2.3 8.9 -0.7 5.5 -0.1 
err1101% 4.6 -3.7 8.9 -11.6 1.9 5.5 -1.8 1.2 9.6 -9.4 

simul. 1.99 18.45 3.06 17.02 . 12.99 1.49 10.33 12.53 1.85 10.04 
approx. 1.72 18.88 3.90 14.48 13.41 1.57 8.54 l~.24 2.13 8.41 

p=0.8 apP[101 2.42 16.77 4.82 11.73 13.74 1.70 7.28 13.53 2.31 7.16 
error% -13.6 2.0 27.5 -14.6 3.2 5.4 -17.3 5.7 15.1 -16.2 
err1101% 21.5 -9.1 57.6 -31.1 5.8 14.0 -29.6 8.0 24.7 -28.6 

3 queues (e, 11, 1/) (g, 11, 11) (11,e, 1/) (11,g, 11) 
Q1 Q1-Q3 Q1 Q1-Q3 Q1 Q1 Q3 Q1 Q1 Q3 

simul. 0.286 0.419 0.381 0.393 0.535 0.294 0.373 0.532 0.328 0.370 
approx. 0.288 0.420 0.382 0.388 0.535 0.295 0.375 0.532 0.330 0.373 

p=0.3 apPr101 0.288 0.416 0.383 0.386 0.534 0.297 0.375 0.531 0.332 0.372 
error% 0.6 0.2 0.2 -1.2 -0.0 0.2 0.5 -0.1 0.7 0.7 
err1101% 0.6 -0.7 0.5 -1.8 -0.1 0.8 0.4 -0.2 1.3 0.6 

simul. 0.58 1.17 0.86 1.00 1.57 0.54 0.81 1.56 0.63 0.79 
approx. 0.56 1.19 0.88 0.97 1.56 0.54 0.84 1.54 0.65 0.83 

p=0.5 apPr101 0.59 1.15 0.89 0.94 1.55 0.56 0.84 1.53 0.67 0.83 
error% -2.7 1.9 1.9 -3.3 -0.9 0.1 4.9 -1.6 3.4 4.6 
err1101% 2.3 -1.8 4.6 -6.0 -1.5 4.2 4.9 -2.4 6.9 4.8 

simul. 1.64 9.96 2.99 8.78 57.83 1.18 2.56 60.38 1.47 2.48 
approx. 1.50 10.29 3.42 7.73 58.56 1.25 2.87 58.00 1.70 2.82 

p=0.8 apPr101 1.91 9.42 3.88 6.74 57.49 1.42 3.09 56.68 1.93 3.04 
error% -8.5 3.3 14.4 -12.0 1.3 5.9 12.1 -3.9 15.6 13.7 
errn01 % 15.9 -5.4 29.9 -23.3 -0.6 20.3 20.7 -6.l 31.3 22.6 
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Table 3a. Three queues, all served I-limited; "-1 =X2 =X3 = ~; ~ /31 =/32 =/J3; s1 =s2 =s3 =0.1. 

p = 0.3 p = 0.5 p = 0.8 

Q1 Q2-Q3 Q1 Q2-Q3 Q1 Q2-Q3 

simul. Q.564 0.503 1.44 l.2I I l.59 9.19 
approx. 0.563 (-0.2) 0.504 (0.2) 1.43 (-0.3) 1.22 (0.8) I2.44 (7.3) 7.77 (-I5.4) 

aPP!4J 0.570 (1.1) 0.493 (-2.0) 1.49 (4.0) 1.12 (-7.0) 13.02 (I2.3) 6.89 (-25.1) 

aPP!nJ 0.545 (-3.4) 0.459 (-8.7) 1.36 (-5.6) 0.96 (-20.7) I0.7I (-7.6) 5.34 (-41.9) 

appn31 0.570 (1.1) 0.493 (-2.0) 1.47 (2.4) 1.16 (-4.0) I2.59 (8.6) 7.55 (-17.8) 

Table 3b. Three queues, all served I-limited; "-1 =0.6, X2 =X3 =0.2; /31 =Pi =/33; s1 =s2 =s3 =0.05. 

p = 0.3 p = 0.5 p = 0.8 

Q1 Q2-Q3 Q1 Q2-Q3 Q1 Q2-Q3 

simul. 0.334 0.262 0.98 0.60 9.34 1.90 
approx. 0.334 (0.0) 0.262 (0.0) 0.96 (-2.0) 0.63 (4.2) 8.98 (-3.9) 2.26 (19.1) 

aPP!4J 0.334 (0.0) 0.262 (0.0) 0.96 (-2.2) 0.63 (4.6) 9.79 (4.8) 1.48 (-22.2) 

apPc111 0.313 (-6.3) 0.245 (-6.5) 0.84 (-14.3) 0.55 (-8.3) 6.34 (-32.1) 2.48 (30.5) 

apPf131 0.334 (0.0) 0.261 (-0.4) 0.97 (-1.1) 0.61 (2.2) 9.16 (-1.9) 2.08 (9.7) 

Table 4a. Twelve queues; Qi, ... , Q3 served exhaustively, Q4 , • •• , Q 12 served I-limited. 

p=0.3 Case A* Case B* Case c" Case D* Case E* 
e 1/ e 1/ e 1/ e 11 e 1/ 

simul. 1.44 2.00 1.39 1.63 1.45 2.04 1.58 2.30 1.45 2.00 
approx. 1.44 2.00 1.39 1.62 1.45 2.04 1.58 2.31 1.45 2.00 

apP[101 1.45 2.00 1.39 1.62 1.45 2.04 1.59 2.26 1.46 2.00 
error% 0.1 -0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.0 -0.2 -0.0 0.6 0.0 O.I 

errn01% 0.5 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 0.4 -0.3 0.6 -1.5 0.4 -0.0 

Table 4b. Twelve queues; Qi, ... ,Q3 served gated, Q4 , ••• ,Q 12 served I-limited. 

p=0.3 Case A" Case B" Case c* Case D* Case E* 

g 11 g 1/ g 1/ g 1/ g 11 

simul. l.5I 2.00 1.61 1.60 1.5I 2.05 1.81 2.25 1.45 2.00 
approx. 1.52 2.00 1.61 1.61 1.5I 2.04 1.81 2.25 1.45 2.00 

apP[101 1.52 1.99 1.61 1.60 1.51 2.04 1.82 2.21 1.46 2.00 
error% 0.3 0.2 -0.0 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.0 

errn01% 0.7 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.4 -0.3 0.7 -2.0 0.4 -0.1 
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Table 5a. Twelve queues; Q1> •• • , Q3 served exhaustively, Q4, ••• , Q12 served I-limited. 

p=0.5 Case A" Case B* Case c* Case o• Case E* 
e 11 e 11 e 11 e 11 e 11 

simul. 2.18 3.75 2.14 2.80 2.19 3.86 2.82 5.66 2.19 3.74 
approx. 2.19 3.75 2.14 2.79 2.20 3.86 2.82 5.64 2.2I 3.75 
apP1101 2.24 3.73 2.14 2.76 2.25 3.84 2.92 5.07 2.25 3.73 
error% 0.4 0.0 -0.0 -0.2 0.5 O.I 0.1 -0.2 0.9 0.7 
errn01% 2.7 -0.6 0.3 -1.2 2.8 -0.4 3.5 -10.4 3.1 -0.2 

Table 5b. Twelve queues; Q1> ... , Q3 served gated, Q4 , ••• , Q12 served I-limited. 

p=0.5 Case A* Case B* Case c* Case D* Case E* 
g 1/ g 1/ g 1/ g 11 g 11 

simul. 2.36 3.74 2.68 2.68 2.33 3.87 3.39 5.31 2.33 3.76 
approx. 2.38 3.74 2.68 2.66 2.34 3.86 3.42 5.13 2.35 3.74 
apP1101 2.43 3.71 2.68 2.64 2.40 3.84 3.50 4.65 2.40 3.73 
error% 0.6 -0.0 -0.0 -0.6 0.6 -0.3 1.0 -3.3 0.9 -0.4 
errn01% 2.8 -0.7 0.1 -1.3 2.9 -0.8 3.5 -I2.4 3.0 -0.9 

Table 6a. Twelve queues; Q1> ... , Q3 served exhaustively, Q4 , ••• , Q12 served I-limited. 

p=0.8 Case A* Case B* Case c* Case o• Case E* 
e l/ e 11 e 11 e 11 e 11 

simul. 5.2 46.l 6.3 13.4 5.I 59.9 8.6 136.7 5.2 44.4 
approx. 5.5 45.3 6.5 12.9 5.4 60.8 9.7 115.l 5.5 44.8 
apP1101 6.2 44.l 6.7 Il.8 6.1 59.7 11.5 79.4 6.1 44.0 
error% 5.2 -1.6 2.2 -3.4 5.9 -0.3 I3.4 -15.8 5.4 0.8 
errn01% I9.0 -4.2 5.7 -11.9 I8.9 -0.4 34.3 -41.9 I8.l -1.1 

Table 6b. Twelve queues; Q1> .. . , Q3 served gated, Q4 , ••• , Q12 served I-limited. 

p=0.8 Case A* Case B* Case c* Case D* Case E* 
g 11 g 1/ g 11 g 11 g 11 

simul. 5.9 46.0 8.73 11.8 5.7 61.6 I0.8 135.8 5.8 45.4 
approx. 6.2 45.l 8.9 11.0 6.0 60.7 I2.8 93.9 6.1 44.7 
apP1101 7.0 43.8 9.0 10.3 6.8 59.4 I4.3 64.1 6.8 43.8 
error% 6.3 -2.0 1.8 -6.6 6.2 -1.5 I8.7 -30.8 5.9 -1.5 
errn01% I9.7 -4.9 3.4 -I2.5 19.0 -3.5 32.5 -52.8 I8.4 -3.5 
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Table 7. Twelve queues; Q1 heavily loaded. 

Case A Case B 

Q; simul. approx. apP1:101 error err1101 simul. approx. apP!101 error err1101 

1 (e) 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.6 1.4 1.91 1.98 2.11 3.8 10.5 
2 (e) 1.15 1.15 1.16 0.1 0.9 2.65 2.70 2.87 1.7 8.2 
3 (e) 1.14 1.15 1.16 0.6 1.4 2.71 2.70 2.87 -0.5 5.9 
4 (g) 1.19 1.20 1.21 0.8 1.5 2.83 2.81 2.99 -0.8 5.6 
5 (g) 1.20 1.20 1.21 0.2 LO 2.86 2.81 2.99 -2.0 4.3 
6 (g) 1.21 1.20 1.21 -0.8 -0.1 2.95 2.81 2.99 -5.0 1.1 
7 (g) 1.20 1.20 1.21 0.2 0.9 3.03 2.81 2.99 -7.4 -1.5 
8 (1/) 1.32 1.32 1.29 0.6 -1.7 4.02 4.01 3.38 -0.3 -15.9 
9 (1/) 1.33 1.32 1.29 -0.2 -2.6 4.04 4.01 3.38 -0.6 -16.2 
10 (I/) 1.32 1.32 1.29 -0.0 -2.4 4.10 4.01 3.38 -2.0 -17.4 
11 (1/) 1.33 1.32 1.29 -0.5 -2.9 4.08 4.01 3.38 -1.6 -17.0 
12 (1/) 1.33 1.32 1.29 -0.3 -2.(j 4.15 4.01 3.38 -3.2 -18.4 

Table 8. Twelve queues; Q4 heavily loaded. 

Case A Case B 

Q; simul. approx. apP!101 error err[loJ simul. approx. app[IO] error err1101 

1 (e) 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.5 0.8 2.09 2.18 2.26 4.1 7.9 
2 (e) 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.2 0.6 2.13 2.18 2.26 2.1 5.9 
3 (e) 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.0 0.4 2.17 2.18 2.26 0.2 4.0 
4 (g) 1.31 1.31 1.32 0.4 0.8 2.81 2.84 2.95 1.1 4.9 
5 (g) 1.05 1.04 1.05 -1.0 -0.6 1.99 2.26 2.35 13.8 17.9 
6 (g) 1.06 1.04 1.05 -1.3 -0.9 2.02 2.26 2.35 12.l 16.5 
7 (g) 1.05 1.04 1.05 -0.3 0.0 2.05 2.26 2.35 10.4 14.7 
8 (1/) 1.15 1.14 1.12 -1.0 -2.5 3.15 3.11 2.66 -1.3 -15.6 
9 (1/) 1.15 1.14 1.12 -1.0 -2.5 3.20 3.11 2.66 -2.8 -16.9 
10 (I/) 1.15 1.14 1.12 -1.0 -2.5 3.23 3.11 2.66 -3.7 -17.7 
11 (1/) 1.15 1.14 1.12 -1.1 -2.6 3.21 3.11 2.66 -3.1 -17.0 
12 (1/) 1.15 1.14 1.12 -0.8 -2.3 3.25 3.11 2.66 -4.3 -18.2 
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Table 9. Twelve queues; Q8 heavily loaded. 

Case A CaseB 

Q; simul. approx. app[loJ error err1101 simul. approx. app[IO) error err1101 

1 (e) 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.9 4.4 1.78 1.95 1.99 9.7 11.9 
2 (e) 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.9 4.3 1.81 1.95 1.99 7.8 9.9 
3 (e) 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.9 4.4 1.83 1.95 1.99 6.5 8.6 
4 (g) 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.7 4.2 1.91 2.03 2.07 6.3 8.4 
5 (g) 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.4 3.9 1.94 2.03 2.07 4.8 6.9 
6 (g) 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.0 3.5 1.97 2.03 2.07 3.4 5.4 
7 (g) 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.1 3.6 2.01 2.03 2.07 1.2 3.2 
8 (1/) 4.40 4.38 4.31 -0.4 -2.0 3.50 3.43 3.52 -2.0 0.6 
9 (1/) 0.93 0.96 0.99 2.8 5.9 2.59 2.74 2.35 5.8 -9.2 
10 (1/) 0.93 0.96 0.99 2.6 5.6 2.60 2.74 2.35 5.3 -9.6 
11 (1/) 0.94 0.96 0.99 2.3 5.3 2.60 2.74 2.35 5.1 -9.8 
12 (1/) 0.94 0.96 0.99 2.0 5.0 2.60 2.74 2.35 5.2 -9.7 


